Quantitative assessment of regulation in metabolic systems.
We show how metabolic regulation as commonly understood in biochemistry can be described in terms of metabolic control analysis. The steady-state values of the variables of metabolic systems (fluxes and concentrations) are determined by a set of parameters. Some of these parameters are concentrations that are set by the environment of the system; they can act as external regulators by communicating changes in the environment to the metabolic system. How effectively a system is regulated depends both on the degree to which the activity of the regulatory enzyme with which a regulator interacts directly can be altered by the regulator (its regulability) and on the ability of the regulatory enzyme to transmit the changes to the rest of the system (its regulatory capacity). The regulatory response of a system also depends on its internal organisation around key variable metabolites that act as internal regulators. The regulatory performance of the system can be judged in terms of how sensitivity the fluxes respond to the external stimulus and to what degree homeostasis in the concentrations of the internal regulators is maintained. We show how, on the level of both external and internal regulation, regulability can be quantified in terms of an elasticity coefficient and regulatory capacity in terms of a control coefficient. Metabolic regulation can therefore be described in terms of metabolic control analysis. The combined response relationship of control analysis relates regulability and regulatory capacity and allows quantification of the regulatory importance of the various interactions of regulators with enzymes in the system. On this basis we propose a quantitative terminology and analysis of metabolic regulation that shows what we should measure experimentally and how we should interpret the results. Analysis and numerical simulation of a simple model system serves to demonstrate our treatment.